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The Last Leg 
Supporting Brent decommissioning 
Cutting the legs

Background
The Brent Bravo platform is a 
concrete Gravity Base Structure 
(GBS) with three legs - the 
North Utility, East Conductor & 
West Conductor. The legs were 
designed to support the topsides 
weight of around 25,000 tonnes.

All three legs needed to be cut 
in order to separate and remove 
the topside for onshore recycling. 
Each of the massive concrete 
legs were reinforced with mild 
steel bars and pre-stressed 
with high-tensile steel tendons, 
measuring 12m in diameter and 
840mm thick at the leg cut line.

The leg cuts had to be completed 
safely while personnel were living 
and working on the platform, 
leaving the platform secure 
and restrained from lateral 
movements, but ready for 
removal without reboarding. 

The keys to success
To prevent lateral movement 
during and after cutting, each 
leg was accessed internally 
and 400mm diameter cores 
taken through the leg to allow 
shear keys to be inserted. Eight 
of these keys weighing 835kg 
were positioned at equidistance 
around the circumference of 
the leg. They also divided the 
leg into more manageable 
segments for the main cutting 
operation. Wood acted as the 
execution arm for this operation 
coordinating the design from 
Allseas & Arup with specialist 
cutting contractor Proserv.

A diamond wire was used to 
cut the segments between the 
keys, leaving a 10mm gap which 
slowly closed behind the wire as 
the weight of installation above 
pushed down. To prevent the 
diamond wire becoming trapped 
a series of shims were installed 
to maintain the gap during final 
segment cuts. 



Cutting remarks
For each leg, a cutting sequence 
was specifically developed 
for the 10 segment cuts that 
accounted for the shims and 
shear key locations. On average 
18 shifts were required to 
complete each leg cut with both 
the East & West Conductor legs 
cut first before the North Utility 
leg was cut not long before final 
downmanning. 

No task in isolation
From the outset the Brent 
decommissioning project has 
focussed on safe and efficient 
work execution by developing 
fit-for-purpose solutions, with 
a goal to deliver everyone safely 
off Brent Bravo as early as 
possible. 

One scope completed during leg 
separation which demonstrates 
this approach is the separation 
of electrical cable inside the 
North Utility leg. The internal 
of this leg runs deep below sea 

level and contains a number 
of pumps, control valves and 
manifolds which can be accessed 
at various elevations throughout 
the leg. To service this equipment 
and provide safe access there 
are over 340 cables within the 
leg, isolating and cutting these 
individually would have involved 
many months of working at 
height within the confined space 
of the leg. 

By focusing on outcomes, the 
project turned the problem 
on its head. Working with 
diamond wire specialist, the 
cutting equipment was modified 
to operate remotely and cut 
through large banks of cables 
during a global isolation within 
the Utility leg. The cutting 
equipment was specifically 
modified to safely trip protection 
for any live cables that may still 
contain residual charge. Cutting 
was done remotely with work 
personnel located remotely from 
the work area.

All hands still on deck
The cutting activities were safely 
conducted in parallel with other 
decommissioning activities 
on the installation, allowing 
efficient execution and reducing 
the overall project schedule. 
Even after all legs were cut 
and the platform effectively 
separated from its supporting 
legs, personnel continued to 
live and work on the facility. By 
running this and other operations 
simultaneously we were able to 
complete all the preparatory 
work and downman the platform 
ahead of schedule. 


